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Abstract
The physical content of Chern-Simons-action is discussed and it is shown that the this action is propor-
tional to the usual chraged matter interaction term in electrodynamics.
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During the last decade we had a rapid success of Chern-Simons theory in theoretical physics [1]. Almost in
every part of physics where the topological and low dimensional eects play roles, one nds applications
of this theory [2]. This applications show physical relevance of the Chern-Simons theory in a clear
manner.
However, there are still two open queastions about the physical realization of this theory, namely:
1. A physical realization of Chern-Simons theory according to well known and observable physical
phenomena [3].
2. The physical relationship between the well known Maxwell/Yang-Mills theories and the Chern-Simons
theory.
We discuss here the rst question and show that there is indeed a well known electrodynamical realization
of the U(1) Chern-Simons structure according to the Ohm's equations.
A generalization to the U(N) Chern-Simons theories can be also considered in view of the fact that the
gauge needed for quantization of the U(N) version reduces the U(N) form into the U(1) form.
To begin let us mention an early result of us which comes out in relation with the theory of IQHE [4].














in the usual Weyl-gauge A
0
= 0,
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where M := R is the three dimensional space-time manifold.





















as the current density and the Hall conductivity respectively, where n is the charge









which is well known from classical electrodynamics for the interaction term between potential and charged
matter [6], where C = 1 and Q =
R R
ne and the proportionality factor is the Hall resistivity.
Thus, it is obvious that one may obtain in the opposite way the Chern-Simons electrodynamics from
the standard interaction term between the charged matter and electromagnetic potential in the classical
action functional [6].







between a charged matter and electromagnetic potential in classical theories where  =
f0; :::; 3g.





















In view of the continuity equation for j

or in view of the gauge dependence of electromagnetic potential
we have to choose gauge xing condition(s), e. g. j
0
= 0 or A
0
= 0 to arrive at physically relevant
interaction term [7]. This reduces the above mathematically general invatiant term to the following










;  = 1; 2; 3 (4)
Recall that , if we choose the gauge xing condition j
3
= 0 or A
3
= 0, then  = f0; 1; 2g and dt must be
replaced by dz.






























is a locally constant quantity called the Hall conductivity [?].
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The above volume integral is the well known Chern-Simons invariant in 3 or 2+1-D manifold. Thus, we
nd a very general physical realization of the Chern-Simons action functional in terms of the very usual
interaction term between matter and the electromagnetic potential.
Here, the volume integral, i.e. the Chern-Simons-action can be considered as the interaction Lagrangian.
If we choose for the second gauge xing condition A
0






; t), then the relation


























Thus, the question is if the dimension of charge distribution should be related with the true degrees of
freedom of the electromagnetic eld or of photon which is the intermediating eld of electromagnetic
interaction, i. e. also responcible for charged particle. This question, however should be discussed
seperately [8].
It is intresting to mention that the usual temporal gauge xing A
0
= 0 which reduces the Chern-Simons























(X Y );X;Y 2  postulate [5], reduces also the number
of degrees of freedom of electromagnetic eld to its physically true degrees of freedom, i. e. to two.
This is a hint about the physical relevance of the Chern-Simons action in the sence that the quantizable
Chern-Simons action depends only on the physically relevant degrees of freedom of the electromagnetic
eld, whereas in case of Maxwell's action there is no such relation between the quantization conditions
on this action and the true degrees of freedom of electromagnetic eld.






= 0 forces the electromagnetic potential to
be a pure gauge potential. On the other hand, it is known from the geometric quantization that the
quantization is caused by the existence of a at connection on a line bundle over the phase space [9].
In the case under consideration, it is the pure electromagnetic gauge potential which should play the
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role of the mentioned at connection in geometric quantization, where the related U(1) bundle of gauge
transformation, as a pricipal bundle, should replace the mentioned equivalent line bundle.
This conception is also in accordance with the Borel-Weil construction of the Hilbert spaces as represen-
tations of the related U(N) groups [10].































which is a path dependent gauge transformation of 	(x
m
; t).
The path independent phase change or gauge transformation is then given by a closed path contribution
which is equivalent to the Bohm-Aharonov eect for B 6= 0, i. e. in a multiply connected region.
Followingly, this could be considered as an observable physical realization of Chern-Simons-theory, if
one recalls the Ohm's equation for charge carrieres. A related quantum mechanical realization of Chern-
Simons theory according to the above relation with
R







In conclusion let us mention that also the second question, in view of the relation between the Chern-
Simons-action and the Adler-Bell-Jakiw anomaly term:
Tr
Z
dA ^ dA = Tr (d
Z
A ^ dA) (8)
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 one has to choose
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